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Converting to 
Automation Cloud
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Before Automation Cloud was introduced, Orchestrator was installed and set up as an On-Premise applica-
tion. This means that there is additional maintenance required throughout the life of your On-Premise 
Orchestrator instance (updates, certificates, etc.). Now with the option of Automation Cloud, all UiPath 
services are hosted in the Cloud without the need of any on-premise installation or hosting. For this reason, 
many organizations on the on-premise version of Orchestrator may want to convert to Automation Cloud. 
Although converting may seem seamless, there are some important considerations to bear in mind while 
converting to Automation Cloud.

Within Orchestrator there are two different types of 
folder configurations: Modern and Classic. Classic 
folders will be deprecated in the 22.10 release 
of Orchestrator and it is recommended that you 
convert your configuration to Modern Folders. The 
primary difference between these configurations 
is how Robots are setup and allocated. With the 
Classic folder setup, robots are manually created in 
the folder they are working from and assigned to 
an Environment created in the Environments tab. 

introduction

classic vs. modern folders 
Robots can only have access to one folder at a time, 
and if you need to move the robot to another folder 
you are required to delete it and recreate it. With 
a Modern Folder setup, Robots are created at the 
Tenant level and then given access to the folders 
they need. This means it is easier to configure and 
scale your Robots across folders without having 
to recreate and relicense them each time. Unlike 
Classic folders, Modern folders also give you the 
ability to create subfolders of a folder allowing you 
to further organize processes, resources, and robots 
to your liking. UiPath’s official documentation on 
the key benefits of Modern folders can be found 
here: https://docs.uipath.com/orchestrator/docs/
key-features-and-behavior. 

If your organization is currently using Classic folders and exploring 
converting to Automation Cloud, it is recommended to first convert 
your Classic folders to Modern folders and then perform the migration 
to the Cloud. This is ensures you can leave settings in Automation 
Cloud set to default while performing the migration making the 
process more seamless. 

https://docs.uipath.com/orchestrator/docs/key-features-and-behavior
https://docs.uipath.com/orchestrator/docs/key-features-and-behavior
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converting from classic to modern folders 
To access the benefits of Modern folders it is recommended that you convert Classic folders to Modern folders. 
To help you complete this process efficiently, make use of the UiPath’s Orchestrator Manager tool located here: 
https://marketplace.uipath.com/listings/orchestrator-manager. This tool allows you to easily export Folder 
level resources such as Assets, Queues, and Processes and import them into a new folder. While converting, any 
Robots created in the Classic folder will need a Robot Account created for them in Automation Cloud. This robot 
account acts as a Service Account for the bot to use in the Tenant. Within the Tenant, the robot account needs to 
be given access by adding it within the Manage Access tab in the Tenant Level settings. To take advantage of the 
features provided by modern folders, all workflows must be using UiPath.System.Activities v2020.10 or higher. 
Make sure to update, recompile, and republish any packages using < v2020.10. Upgrading your existing entities 
to the modern model removes all backward compatibility. The recompiled workflows are only executable by 
v2019.10+ Robots. 

Note:  You can convert your Classic folders to Modern folders after migrat-
ing to the Cloud. If this is the direction you would prefer to go, be sure 
you disable User License Management in Automation Cloud > Admin > 
Organization Settings > Disable User License Management:

https://marketplace.uipath.com/listings/orchestrator-manager
https://docs.uipath.com/activities/docs/release-notes-uipath-system-activities
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Then enable Classic folders in the Tenant level settings of the Tenant you are migrating to:

Once migrated, you can use the Orchestrator Manager tool to convert your folders to Modern folders and 
re-enable User License Management. 

user management
Before performing the migration, take note of how your existing users access Orchestrator. The two options 
available here are manually adding them or integrating with Active Directory/Single Sign On. If you have been 
manually adding users, these users will need to be manually invited to Automation Cloud from Admin > 
Accounts & Groups settings:
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If your Orchestrator is integrated with an Active Directory service or Single Sign On, the same can be setup  
in Automation Cloud from the Admin > Accounts & Groups > Authentication settings:

Automation Cloud is compatible with Microsoft SSO, Google SSO, or Azure Active Directory integrations. UiPath’s 
official documentation on managing users in Automation Cloud can be found here:
https://docs.uipath.com/automation-cloud/docs/about-accounts. 

user license management
User License Management is the modern way Automation Cloud handles Attended and RPA Developer licenses 
(user-based licenses). With this license model, user-based licenses are managed from Automation Cloud and not 
tied to a specific tenant.
User License Management allows you to control Attended and RPA Developer license on a user group or user to 
user basis and is controlled from the Automation Cloud > Admin > Licenses settings page:

https://docs.uipath.com/automation-cloud/docs/about-accounts
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Here you can set the license allocations to groups or to users. The tenant that user is then able to connect to is 
controlled by giving them access to that Tenant and the applicable folder. When the user wants to license their 
machine, they simply sign in with the account used to invite them to Automation Cloud. Finally, their account 
needs to be assigned to a user group with the appropriate license allocation setup or allocate the applicable 
license specifically to that user. UiPath’s official documentation of User License Management can be found here: 
https://docs.uipath.com/automation-cloud/docs/user-license-management.

Note:  User License Management is enabled by default in Automation Cloud. If you are 
choosing to keep Classic folders, be sure to disable this setting in Automation Cloud > 
Admin > Organization Settings > Disable User License Management. Keep in mind that 
with this configuration any user-based license will need to be licensed as a Robot in your Classic 
folder. User License Management is not compatible with a Classic folder configuration. Once 
converted to Modern folders, this setting can be enabled but all users will need to be relicensed.  

Tenant Management 
Some organizations have multiple tenants to support 
test and production environments or to separate 
resources by department. If using multiple Tenants, 
the migration is performed on a Tenant-by-Tenant 
basis. This means that for each Orchestrator Tenant 
you have, you must complete the migration process 
for each one. Be sure you have replicated your Tenant 
configuration in Automation Cloud and enabled any 
applicable services you would like access to in that 
Tenant (Automation Hub, Actions, Data Service, AI 
Center, etc.). These services can be activated while 
creating the Tenant under the Provision Services list:

https://docs.uipath.com/automation-cloud/docs/user-license-management
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While creating your tenants, be sure you allocate the appropriate licenses to 
that Tenant. With User License Management enabled this license allocation 
will only apply to Unattended, NonProduction, Automation Cloud Robot, AI 
Robot, and Data Service Unit licenses. If User Based License Management is 
disabled, this will include RPA Developer and Attended licenses:

Using the Migration Tool
When it comes to performing the migration to the 
Cloud, be sure to use the Migration Tool provided by 
UiPath. This tool makes it very easy to port your existing 
data from your On-Premise Orchestrator instance 
into Automation Cloud. Before you get started, be 
sure to create a Tenant in Automation Cloud that 
you would like to port the data into. After performing 

the migration, you will need to reconnect any Robots 
using the new Orchestrator URL and Machine Key. If 
User License Management is enabled, RPA Developer 
licenses and Attended licenses can be relicensed by 
having those users sign in with their Automation Cloud 
account.  When using the cloud migration tool, the 
following entities are not migrated by the tool:

UiPath’s official documentation about the migration tool and the download link can be found here:
https://docs.uipath.com/automation-cloud/docs/using-the-migration-tool. 

Folder feeds  

User and robot accounts  

Role assignments 

Queue items 

Action catalogs 

Webhooks 

Logs

Testing entities (test sets, test cases, test 

executions, test schedules, test data queues)  

Note:  If your existing setup contains Classic folders and you chose not to convert to Modern 
folders, be sure to enable Classic folders in the Tenant level settings and disable User License 
Management in the Automation Cloud > Admin > Organization Settings. Screenshots 
available in the “Converting from Classic to Modern Folders” section.

https://docs.uipath.com/automation-cloud/docs/using-the-migration-tool
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Conclusion
Converting to the Automation Cloud will have a number of benefits to your organization including easier manage-
ment of licenses, automatic updates, and reduced maintenance. Although the process has some nuances, bearing 
in mind the points in this article will help you seamlessly convert to Automation Cloud and account for the edge 
case scenarios you may encounter.

Get stuck? Were here to help.
Contact us at

https://www.neostella.com/contact-us/ for more information.

https://www.neostella.com/contact-us/ for more information

